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Along with economic and social development, the strict distinction between 
obligatory right and real right, which used to be a traditional characteristic of civil law 
system, is no longer absolute but relative enough to bring forth the phenomena of 
either “real right tendency of obligatory right” or “obligatory right tendency of real 
right”. Of all the examples of “real right tendency of obligatory right”, the trend of 
turning leasehold into real right is the most representative one. Thus a probe into both 
the essence and efficacy of leasehold as well as causations and scopes, etc of such a 
trend is of important significance to better corresponding legislations in China by 
clarifying some doctrinal misunderstandings.  
Besides preface and conclusion, the paper consists of four chapters. 
Preface section limits the research context of the present study by giving a brief 
review to the distinction of real rights and obligatory rights in civil law system as well 
as the relativization of such rigid distinction. 
Chapter one shows where the issue of “real right tendency of leasehold” derives 
from by initiating a succinct analysis on some related concepts to set up a logical 
foundation for the paper, then following a comment on different opinions concerned 
in support of the theory of real right tendency of leasehold. 
Chapter two investigates detailed legal embodiments of the tendency of turning 
leasehold into real right, which includes defend power, continuity, disposability, and 
the absoluteness of protection for leasehold. 
Chapter three illuminates the reasons attributing to the tendency of turning 
leasehold into real right, which is pointed out to be a result of balance of interest by 
legislators for the considerations of protecting inferior leaseholder, maintaining 
economic stability, and boosting economic development, etc within the grand 
background of transformation happening to economic and social forms, as well as 
civil law standards in recent years. 
Chapter four confines the scope of real right tendency of leasehold by restricting 
leasehold undergoing such a tendency to those of real property, including special 
personalties such as shipping and civil aviation, etc. It’s further proposed that it’s 
reasonable to design certain accessory measures of public revelation. 
Conclusion section summarizes the thesis with a reflection on the necessity of 
stipulating leasehold as a kind of usufructs.  
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